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Abstract
This chapter frames the developments described in this book and gives an
overview of its structure. The background is provided with respect to the
difficulties of introducing innovation on technical and organization level in
well-established fields such as production industry. The nature of disruptiveness
is explained in light of the applied subject-oriented modelling and execution
approach. Thereby, disruptiveness motivates the process that guided the
developments, both on the conceptual layer, and in practice, aiming to establish
stakeholders as informed work place and process designers.

New digital technologies start changing production processes substantially.
Self-controlled vehicles, additive manufacturing, and semantic technologies open up
opportunities in business operation, which industry has never experienced so far.
Although in the industrialized countries labour force has increased due to such pos-
sibilities so far, this time the role of all stakeholders needs to be revisited due to the
disruptive nature of technologies and their exponential rate penetrating the market.

In “The Innovator’s Dilemma” Christensen (1997) has analyzed how companies
can be blindsided by high-end products from competing organizations. In “The
Innovator’s Solution” Christensen et al. (2003a) reveal how organizations can
create disruptions themselves rather than being blindsided by them. “Disruptive
innovations do not attempt to bring better products to established customers in
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existing markets. Instead, they introduce products and services that are not as good
as existing products, but which are simpler, more convenient, and less expensive
than existing items” (Christensen et al. 2003b). These findings match digitization
today, since utilizing innovative digital technologies and their capabilities requires
an adjusted sequence of changes in customer, product and organizational
management.

Starting with either low- or high-end disruption, processes and all related (re-)
engineering tasks will be affected. Managing them has become crucial for operating
a production business: “Processes are defined or evolve to address specific tasks,
and the efficiency of a given process is determined by how well these tasks are
performed. Processes that define capabilities in executing certain tasks concurrently
define disabilities in executing others. Consistency is key—processes are not as
flexible as resources, and must be applied in a consistent manner, time after time”
(Christensen et al. 2003b, p. 7). In that way, a learning organization is defined, as
business- and the knowledge-processing environment affected through these itera-
tive changes (cf. Firestone and McElroy 2003).

Due to technology capabilities, in particular the automated execution of business
process models, changes can be propagated directly to operation, while humans
take responsibility for organizing their own work tasks in the respective organi-
zational context. First estimates on the effects of automation in Switzerland reveal
that nearly 50 % of employees could be replaced by automation in the next few
years or decades (Jensen and Koch 2016). With the increase in total number of jobs
created in the past 25 years, automation is expected to open opportunities across all
skill levels, in particular with respect to creativity, social interaction, and quality
customer service. However, adaptation of business processes at an early stage
seems to be the key (ibid.).

As customers, network partners, management and workers are involved, pro-
cesses concern all stakeholders. Given the potential of subject-oriented business
process management (S-BPM) (Fleischmann et al. 2012, 2015) it involves them not
only according to their mutually interacting functional roles or in terms of net-
worked organizational units, but also as designers, and more particularly, engineers.
The engineering part is required since ad hoc dynamics of change are becoming
common due to concepts like demand-driven excellence (Aronow et al. 2016). Such
concepts shift organizational change management to the level of business operation.
Hence, management and workers need to have proper skills, techniques, and tools
to adjust or adapt business processes on the fly.

How should stakeholders develop these multifaceted skills? In a recent study
Pfeiffer (2016) demonstrated how the vocational system contributes to specific
economic strengths like innovativeness and exporting capability that are not only
relevant for production and manufacturing sectors but are also an essential asset for
the transformation towards Industry 4.0. Hereby, the key asset is e-skills as they
refer to a fundamental understanding of IT regardless of the domain (Bliem et al.
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2014). Hence, the qualification profile in 2025 is expected to be a mix of domain
and cross-domain competencies (Pfeiffer and Suphan 2015; Pfeifer et al. 2016):

• Domain competencies:

– Cyber-physical systems/Internet of Things
– Additive manufacturing
– Robotics
– Web 2.0
– Wearables

• Cross-domain competencies:

– Data security/privacy
– Big Data handling
– Interdisciplinary collaboration
– Innovation design

The latter, interdisciplinary collaboration, and innovation design, are considered
methodological skills, challenging the means of communication and documenta-
tion. With respect to process design and engineering activities, both the notation
and modelling process, including stakeholder validation, need to be supported in a
human-centred way. Otherwise, stakeholder participation is likely to lead to
re-specifying existing patterns and behaviour rather than letting novel designs to
emerge (cf. Allmer et al. 2015). The chapters of this volume set the stage for
stakeholder-centred work redesign and process engineering, providing relevant
background in current Industry 4.0 and S-BPM, before reporting on various find-
ings from case studies performed in the field of production. The case studies reveal
various opportunities on how to trigger and perform people-centred production
projects aiming to digitize processes.

In Chap. 2, industrial challenges driven by the German “Industry 4.0” are
condensed, in order to document a concrete vision for future production industries.
The vision becomes manifest in terms of understanding production companies as
socio-technical systems. When redesigning production processes, humans and
organizational structures are of equal importance to technology. The digital pro-
duction of the future requires humans as drivers and carriers of further automation
steps. Concepts, such as digital readiness and digital literacy of involved stake-
holders, need to be practically implemented, in order to create value from Industry
4.0 developments. On the process level, restructuring production processes in terms
of vertical and horizontal adjustment needs be tackled.

In Chap. 3, we introduce the basic concepts of S-BPM and its capabilities, in
particular for supporting the restructuring of processes mentioned above. One of its
particularities is the claim to be usable by non-BPM experts in a straightforward
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way when representing process knowledge. Thereby, a stakeholder perspective
encapsulating specific behaviour, e.g. evaluating a customer change request, is
followed. Besides technical task accomplishment, all interactions with other
stakeholders are considered with equal importance in the course of modelling. For
digitizing production processes, stakeholder behaviour can be instantiated by
technological systems. Each representation can be executed in its networked
environment, thus allowing stakeholders to experience process designs immediately
after validating models. This capability is useful to integrate processes on different
automation levels, including planning, monitoring and real-time execution
(changing processes on the fly).

In Chap. 4, we report about the case implemented at an SME offering the
production of atypical, unique and special-purpose machinery, equipment and
technologically complex units useful particularly in the automotive and electronic
industries. The proposed subject-oriented solution targets to increase the worker’s
autonomy, the worker’s involvement and information transparency as well as
integration across organizational control layers. In this respect, subject orientation is
applied to integrate real-time information from the shop floor (e.g. location infor-
mation of parts, power consumption of machines) and business processes (e.g.
customer order). Within the design and implementation, a novel S-BPM modelling
approach has been developed that seeks to model subjects rather as fine-grained
behaviours of actors than roles. The revealed behaviours may be assigned to actors
(i.e. humans, machines) depending on their capabilities and skills. This allows for
dynamic allocation of tasks to humans and machines and process execution support
based on skill levels, revealing performed behaviours of actors and (de-)con-
structing organizational behaviours.

In Chap. 5, we report on a worldwide operating SME producing floor cleaning
machines. The SME distinguishes itself from its competitors by providing highly
customizable high-quality products. Employees are considered one of the “most
valuable resources” of the management. However, the initial situation reveals
significant improvement opportunities related to the employee involvement and
empowerment concerning workplace redesign.

The proposed subject-oriented solution aims to involve shop floor workers in
workplace (re)design by providing them structural empowerment means such as
social media for suggestion proposals, discussions, and negotiations. Furthermore,
the solutions are designed to allow for context-sensitive reporting of suggestions
and errors. In addition, this context-sensitive elicitation provides the basis for
analyzing the impacts of changes (e.g. the affected location, worker) and visualizing
potential improvement areas within the shop floor. The subject-oriented solution
represents a generic suggestions and error-handling process that can be tailored to
different organizations. Furthermore, the S-BPM process has been integrated with a
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semantic wiki allowing for context-sensitive workplace improvement elicitation
and change propagation analysis.

In Chap. 6, we address the well-being of workers in the factory of the future
from a situation-awareness perspective. Recognizing latest developments in the area
of wearable sensors well-being data can be captured by sensors in manufacturing
settings. These data can be used to adapt production systems behaviour. Existing
findings from adaptive systems design allow identifying triggers for adaptations and
dimensions for intervention. The latter enrich the design space of S-BPM based
process settings. In a laboratory setting, a respective system architecture and
S-BPM process design have been developed and evaluated in stressful situations.

The final chapters wrap up the achievements and experiences in terms of
learnings and envisioned actions in the future. It draws a realistic picture from the
existing findings to future activities to be set when aiming to establish
stakeholder-centred digital production systems.

In line with Adam Smith who was looking for a balance of opposing forces
(Smith 2009), we need to look for balancing capabilities of digital process tech-
niques and technologies with human needs when engineering organizations.
Striving for a balance means to look beyond “training the troops” (formulated by
Christensen et al. (2003a, b) as part of the innovator’s solution), since such an
approach might not lead to people-centred digital production processes. The fol-
lowing contributions are intended not only to provide a realistic picture from actual
settings in organizations, but also to open up space for promoting discussions on
how to actively engage stakeholders when developing digital production processes
with skills beyond engineering, namely socio-technical design skills.
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